GENTRI Transcript and Video Description

(Start video description: The three members of GENTRI shuffle sideways into the frame; end video description.)

[00:00:04] BRADLEY: Well, hello there! We are GENTRI the Gentlemen Trio, and we are so excited to come and sing for you guys at the BYU Women’s Conference on May 3.

[00:00:12] CASEY: Yes, indeed. It’s coming up May 3. We’re going to share the stage with the likes of Calee Reed, Jenny Oaks Baker, Mercy River, and the amazing John Bytheway will be there.

[00:00:22] BRADLEY: He’s by the way!

[00:00:23] BRAD: He’s a funny guy.

[00:00:24] CASEY: He is a funny guy!

[00:00:26] BRAD: So we’re going to be sharing songs there from our new album called Hymns. There are hymns on that album.

[00:00:31] CASEY AND BRADLEY: Whoa!

[00:00:32] BRAD: As a matter of fact, we’d like to preview one of those, our personal favorite, right now. This is a snippet from “I’ll Fly Away.”

(Start video description: Casey plays three notes on a piano behind the trio, then they begin to sing; end video description.)

[00:00:43] BRAD, CASEY, AND BRADLEY: [Singing] I’ll fly away, O, glory! I’ll fly away in the morning when I die. Hallelujah by and by! I’ll fly away.

[00:01:10] BRAD: See you guys May 3!